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Digital step-by-step instruction empowering 
individuals with cognitive disabilities on the job, at 
home, school or in the community.
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Augment One-to-One 
Skills Training with 
Repetition and 
Remote Support 
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How can avail accelerate individual 
progression? 

Maximize resources, improve outcomes. There are 
many “what ifs” that may occur onsite when the job coach 
is not present. “What if an individual is struggling with a 
task, panic, and risk of breaking down while at work?” With 
the use of avail®, the user can reference the discreet, 
mobile tool for skill reinforcement, reducing onsite 
presence allowing the individual to fit more naturally, and 
in turn expand the capacity of existing staff to help more 
individuals.

Person-centered skills training. With avail’s 
individualized mobile solution, each task can easily be 
broken down into digital steps and adjusted based on 
goals, preferences, and progression. By customizing the 
experience, learners will engage with motivating content 
specific to the needs of each individual and receive 
positive reassurance with 24/7 remote support.

Reduce high level support with tech-enabled prompts. 
Prompting tasks are short videos, pictures, audio or text 
depicting a sequence of steps where the individual is 
asked to perform each step at a time. avail’s self-directed 
learning builds confidence and provides 24/7 virtual 
support through repetition and reassurance.
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Easily modify steps and adjust goals with task-templates. 
Creating content and building out custom steps based on 
each individual’s goals can be overwhelming -- especially 
for those who are not trained in task analysis. avail’s 
time-saving templates are pre-built, easily customizable, 
and designed to guide the job coach, parent, or teacher 
through each step for quick implementation into 
programs.

Easy to learn and quick to implement -- for both you 
and your learners. You don’t have time for countless 
training sessions, videos, or manuals. Designed with ease 
of use in mind, avail can be learned in mere hours and 
quickly implemented into your existing programs. Book 
1:1 training sessions and support time when it’s most 
convenient for you.

Clear visibility into progression with built-in 
assessment. When paper-based task analysis and limited 
data collection are the methods used, an agency or school 
can only rely on the job coach or teacher’s subjective 
view. Eliminate time-consuming one-to-one prompts and 
unreliable data collection - gain visibility into the success 
of the individual’s progress with built-in assessment 
analytics and reporting.

How can avail improve overall program 
effectiveness?
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Can I receive financial support for avail?

State and federal supported programs. 
Funding poses one of the largest obstacles to the acquisition of 
assistive technology. Many individuals with disabilities and their 
families aren’t aware of all the financial support available. Now 
more than ever, vocational programs, schools and parents have 
familiarized and recognized the value in implementing remote 
support. Usage of smart devices and assistive technology while 
remote learning during the pandemic, bolstered confidence 
among individuals, which led to more government and state 
programs seeing the value in solutions like avail.

         Did you know?

A request for avail or any assistive technology can be 
added to an individualized plan for employment at any 
time but it’s important to check with the agency supporting 
the individual or the vocational rehabilitation counselor 
during the assessment period if you learn the individual 
may benefit from implementing the technology.


